To submit a work of art from a child dedicated to a beloved animal companion please note the following
requirements:

Beloved Animal Artwork Submissions


If scanned and sent electronically, please save file as a .jpeg image.



If you wish to mail your child’s artwork and your child hasn’t created it yet, please keep size of paper
restricted to no larger than 8 ½ x 14 due to current scanner limitations. In time Scatterbrains hopes to
resolve this as children often will work on larger pieces of paper pending the medium they like to work in
(example: pencil, marker, paint, crayon). You can mail the original with a stamped returned envelope to 150
Australian Avenue, Suite 2, Palm Beach, FL 33480. If possible, please do not fold artwork and use a piece
of cardboard to protect it from being damaged. Scatterbrains knows a lot of love went into making the art
and wants it to look as beautiful posted on Maxfield’s site as it did when finished by the young artist.



If the child’s work of art is bigger than 8 ½ x 14, another option is to have the child holding the artwork and/or
take a photo of the artwork without child and send the photo as Scatterbrains will accept photos of children’s
art as well.



Please send electronic files to maxfield.papillon@gmail.com

Tips to help motivate Young Artist’s Animal Artwork Submissions
 Ask child to recall and draw one of their most favorite memories of their beloved
animal companion.
 Ask child to recall and draw something that their animal companion did that made
them laugh.
 Ask child to imagine and draw if they were on an adventure together doing
something, what would that be.
 IMPORTANT: Ask if child would like for you to add a caption or words describing
artwork on the work of art or in a letter to be included with the artwork.

